Export Opportunities for UK industries
Brexit is going to make exporting to the EU harder. This makes it even more important to think about new export
opportunities.
How can we identify what these opportunities could be for UK firms and industries? Another way of putting this is: in
what sectors, and in what markets could the UK improve its performance? Where are there missed opportunities?
It is important for individual firms to look in detail at what they are exporting and to whom, and to consider where
there is demand for their products and what their competitors are doing and how Brexit may impact on this. There is
also a lot that can be learnt by looking at the detailed data which exists on international trade.
Think about the idea of missed opportunities. These could be in products where:



World demand is growing… but relative to that UK exports are declining, or,
World demand is growing, UK exports are increasing… but at a slower rate and so the UK is not doing ‘as well’
as it could be.

Out of more than 5000 products the UK exports, if you look at the changes in UK trade over the last five years there
are 47 products which fall into the first category, and these account for over 11% of what the UK currently exports;
and there are 44 products in the second category accounting for another 20% of UK trade. Not all of these will be
export opportunities – but a lot will be.
In this analysis, we will review two very different products: ‘whiskies’ and ‘other vehicle of a cylinder capacity
exceeding 1,500cc’1.
‘Whiskies’ is a product which falls into the first category, and ‘other vehicle of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500cc’
falls into the second category. Whiskies (HS product code 220830), represent the 1.39% of the UK total export to the
world, and ‘other vehicles’ (HS product code 870323) accounts for 3.62% of UK exports.
In the tables below we look at these industries in a bit more detail. For each of these we consider the change in the
export share of the UK to each export country individually, between 2012 and 2016, and compare this to the change
in total import demand in each country over the same time period.

1

Other vehicles, with spark-ignition internal combustion reciprocating piston engine : -- Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500
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Whiskies
The graph below provides a quick snapshot of the UK’s main export markets for Whiskies (HS product code 220830),
which we see is dominated by the USA, followed by France and Singapore.
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In the table below we now look at the changes in export performance. In particular we are interested in examining in
how many markets (countries) is the UK’s export share of whiskies increasing or decreasing over the period 2012 and
2016; and then we want to compare this to changes in total demand for whiskies in these market.

Export Opportunity monitor: Whiskies
Comparing 2012 with
2016

Countries
where
demand
has
changed

Decrease

Increase

Countries to whom the UK is
exporting
Decrease

Increase

Retreat

Declining Star

57

15

20.41%

7.24%

Missed Opp.

Rising Star

25

65 (32)

8.26%

63.97% (16.61%)

Note: The first number in each cell gives the number of countries; the second
number gives the share of UK trade to these countries. In the bottom right cell
the first number gives the number of countries where the relative change in UK
exports is greater than the change in world demand.
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Retreat: There are 57 countries where the UK’s share of exports of whiskies is going down, and countries where,
relative to the world average, demand is declining.
Declining star: There are 15 countries where the UK’s share of exports of whiskies is increasing, while relative to
the world average, demand is declining. So these are markets where the UK is doing well in a declining market,
which in the long run may be less sustainable.
Missed Opportunities: There are 25 countries where the UK’s share of exports of whiskies is decreasing, but where,
relative to the world average, demand is increasing. So these are growing markets but where the UK is not doing so
well.
Rising Star: There are 65 countries where the UK’s share of exports of whiskies is increasing, and where, relative
to the world average, demand is also increasing. So these are growing markets to which the UK is exporting more.
But, in 33 of these, accounting for nearly 45% of UK whiskey exports world demand grew by more than the change
in UK supply. So these are also market where the UK could maybe do better.

From this we see that there are two categories of missed opportunities: the direct missed opportunities from the
bottom left cell of the table, and those rising star markets where perhaps the UK could do better. The two charts
below, give the top 10 markets for each of these categories.
From the first chart below, it is clear that above all in Spain, which has the greatest increase in the demand of whiskies,
the share of UK exports is in decline, with a strong contraction of its export share. This raises questions as to why has
the UK share of exports in whiskies contracted? Why is the UK is concentrating its exports in whiskies in others
countries? How can the UK finding a better way to take advantages of Spain’s increasing demand for whiskies?

Change in the export share
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Similar questions arise when we consider the next table. Here we have the countries where demand for whiskies in
increasing more than the world average, but the UK share in these markets is not increasing to the same extent.

Change in the export share
for the Top 10 countries by Δ World
classified as Missed Opportuinities (among the Rising Star)
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Other vehicle of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500
By way of comparison we now perform the same exercise on ‘Other vehicles…” which is an example of a product
where world demand is growing, UK exports are increasing… but at a slower rate and so the UK is not doing ‘as well’
as it could be.
We can see the UK top 10 export partners for this category (HS product code 860323) in 2016. In this category the
USA accounts for more than 30% and China almost 20% of the UK’s total export.

Top 10 UK partner by export share of
Vehicle of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1,500
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We now look at the change in the shares in the analytical table below:

Export Opportunity monitor: Other vehicles
Comparing 2012
with 2016

Change
in
Exports
Share
for
World

Negative

Positive

Change in Exports Share for
United Kingdom
Negative

Positive

Retreat

Declining Star

64

29

11.87%

6.82%

Missed Opp.

Rising Star

27

39 (20)

12.59%

68.71% (58.45%)
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Retreat: There are 64 countries where the UK’s share of exports of ‘other vehicles’ is going down, and countries
where, relative to the world average, demand is declining.
Declining star: There are 29 countries where the UK’s share of exports of ‘other vehicles’ is increasing, while
relative to the world average, demand is declining. So these are markets where the UK is doing well in a declining
market, which in the long run may be less sustainable.
Missed Opportunities: There are 27 countries where the UK’s share of exports of ‘other vehicles’ is decreasing,
but where, relative to the world average, demand is increasing. So these are growing markets but where the UK is
not doing so well.
Rising Star: There are 39 countries where the UK’s share of exports of ‘other vehicles’ is increasing, and where,
relative to the world average, demand is also increasing. So these are growing markets to which the UK is
exporting more. But, in 19 of these, accounting for nearly 10% of UK exports world demand grew by more than
the change in UK supply. So these are also market where the UK could maybe do better.

The charts below then give the changes in the shares for both categories of missed opportunities. In the first chart
we can see that there is a noticeable contraction of the export share of Other vehicles… above all in France over the
period 2012-2016. Why did this happen if the demand for this product is rising in France? What is also interesting is
that out of these top 10 missed opportunities many of the destination countries are in the EU. Brexit, may make
exporting to these markets more of a challenge, despite the increases in demand. This suggests firms will need to
work hard on their exports to these markets.
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Similarly the graph below shows that there are markets such as Korea, Other Asian, Vietnam, where demand relative
to the world average is growing but is not matched by the change in UK supply. This too poses questions with regard
to possible missed opportunities. Here, what is also interesting is that many of these opportunities are in non-EU
markets, which perhaps raises the importance of future possible UK trade deals.

Change in the export share
for the Top 10 countries by Δ World
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You, too, can create analyses and reports like this.
Enrol in our online academy and sign up today for “Analysing International Trade Data using TradeSift”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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InterAnalysis – Know More
InterAnalysis was founded and is run by practical economists with broad and deep experience in international best
practices on the use of data for effective trade policy design. We work with a highly experienced team of specialists
and trainers to deliver robust and insightful trade analysis and training to support policy makers.
This includes the core principals of InterAnalysis; Prof. Jim Rollo, Dr. Michael Gasiorek, Dr. Peter Holmes, as well as
our associated senior experts and trainers who form part of our extensive team.

Professor Jim Rollo CMG
Finance Director, UK Trade Policy Observatory Deputy Director
Jim is Professor Emeritus at the University of Sussex and associate fellow of CARIS and Chatham House. Jim
was previously Chief Economic Advisor at the UK FCO until 1999. Jim’s roles have spanned across that of
economic analyst in British Government and as an academic researcher and teacher. Jim has consulted for
the private sector and has wide experience in capacity building in the economic aspects of trade and
development policy including with reference to services trade.

Dr Michael Gasiorek
Managing Director and UK Trade Policy Observatory Member
Michael is a Senior Lecturer in Economics at the University of Sussex. He is an expert on the economics of
regional trading agreements and on the impact of trade, growth and productivity. He has vast experience in
contributing research for international trade research projects and collaborating with government officials
and key international organisations. Michael leads our training on TradeSift analysis of international trade
date, gravity modelling and partial equilibrium.

Dr Peter Holmes
Director and UK Trade Policy Observatory Member
Peter is a Reader in Economics at the University of Sussex and visiting professor at the College of Europe,
Warsaw. His experience in consulting, research, training in the field of international trade policy and
regional integration in goods and services markets is highly sought after. Peter is an expert on RTAs, WTO
issues including competition policy and dispute settlement, and technical barriers to trade as well as
supervising and managing projects.
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Our Training – Know More
Our methods of delivering our workshops include hands on introduction to TradeSift software, practical exercises to
demonstrate the potential uses of the software in the context of trade in goods or trade in services data, plus group
work focused on relevant and current practical policy issues.
We bring a practical and informed approach to our trade data analysis, based in trade data, has resulted from our
years of experience working alongside governments, NGOs and international consulting consortiums on trade policy,
regional trade and regional integration.
Our work with governments has empowered policy makers with the ability to undertake more informed and faster
decision making in relation to their trade policy, export strategy and market growth. Our latest online course is
available entirely online.

TradeSift Software – Know More
Tradesift software has been developed to help analysts and researchers to make full use of the data available to
them without recourse to sophisticated modelling. The software has been developed by InterAnalysis to speed up
and ease the use of trade flow data to illustrate trade policy choices. Tradesift can be used to analyse trade in goods,
trade in services and trade in value-added to understand a country’s competitiveness at the maximum levels of
disaggregation available at national or international level.
You will have read how participants of our courses consistently rate our courses highly and we welcome you joining
us on “Analysing International Trade Data using TradeSift”
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